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ON THE NUMBER OF SPANNING TREES OF FINITE GRAPHS 
Jiftf SEDLACEK, Praha 
(Received January 17,1968) 
Under a spanning tree of a given finite graph ^ we understand the maximal tree 
subgraph of ^. The notat ion ^ = [17, H ] means that the graph ^ has the vertex set U 
and the edge set H. 
Let ^ be a graph of n vertices, and fc(#) the number of all its spanning trees 1 ) . 
I n the paper [5] we defined the set A n as follows: It is the set of such positive integers q 
that there exists a connected graph ^ of n vertices and q spanning trees. W e saw 
that l^i] = \A2\ = 1, | A 3 | = 2, |AU| == 5, \A5\ = 16, where \M\ denotes the n u m b e r 
of elements of a (finite) set M . In this contribution we shall investigate in the first 
place the behaviour of the number |A,,| for large values of n. 
Theorem 1. 
(1) lim -4-1 = -foo. 
n-+oo n 
P r o o f . Let us put U = {uu u29..., un) and consider the set A n = {xu x 2 , . . . , xr} 
where x x < x 2 < ... < x r . Let <&r = [U, Hr~\ denote a complete graph of n vertices; 
thus fc(0r) = x r . 
Firstly we shall now deduce an inequality between the numbers | - 4 n + i | and [A^ 
n = 2. We know t h a t A n c A n + l . Let us choose a vertex v n o n e 17 and a positive 
integer s e <2, n> and define a graph ¥s) = [U*, H ( s ) ] such tha t U* = U u {u}> 
JFf(s) = H r vj {uiv, u2
v> • • •> M ^}- Using a well-known determinant method (see, e.g. 
[1]) we may compute that fc(^(s)) = sntt~s~-x(n + l ) 8 " 1 . Then 
xr = n
n~2 < fc(^(2)) < fc(^(3)) < ... < k(^ ( n ) ) = (n + l ) " " 1 , 
where fc(^(s))eAB+1 for every s = 2, 3, ..., n. Also | A n + 1 j ^ \An\ + n - 1. By 
2) J. W. MOON [3] denotes the number k(^) as the complexity of &. 
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a well-known arrangement we obtain \A„\ ^ i(n2 - 3n + 4) and from that (1) 
follows at once. Thus Theorem 1 is proved2). 
In the following theorem we shall show that LucAs numbers — well known in the 
theory of numbers — play a definite role in the graph theory, see e.g. [4]. First, let 
us recall this notion. Let be given an equation z2 — Lz + M = 0, L > 0 and M 
being integers and a, ft, a 4= /? the roots of this equation. Then the Lucas number 




(m = 1,2,3,...), 
Fig. 1 
Now we shall consider a graph 2tm of 2m vertices which is illustrated in Fig. 1. 
We shall meet this graph in our further considerations but now we shall deduce the 
following theorem. 
Theorem 2. 
(2) Ң?m) 2^/3 
((i + yзy-lг-Узy). 
Proof. The number of spanning trees of the graph J?m may be expressed easily by 
a determinant but it is not evident at first sight that its value is the Lucas number of 
our theorem. For this reason we shall use another method. 
Let us put am = k(3(m) and denote by bm the number of subgraphs 0* of the graph 
2tm wit the following properties: ^ contains all vertices of the graph 2£m and consists 
of two components which are trees, one of them containing um and the other vm. We 
see that ax = 1, bt -= 1 and the following recurrent equations hold: 
(3) лm+l = Зam + Ьш = 2aм + bn 
Now we put 
/(«) = £«.«'. Í(€) = І Ь I € ' -
i=l i=í 
2) Theorem 1 shows that the number of elements of the set An increases "very rapidly", but it 
is not clear, for instance, what is the behaviour of the fraction |A„|/«2 when n tends to infinity. 
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Considering (3) we have 
(1 - 3 0 / ( 0 - £ g(Z) = i , 2£/(£) + («? - 1) a(£) = -{ 
and hence 
/(«) Č2 - 4£ + 1 . в® Ç- - 4í + 1 
If we put a = 2 + ^ 3 , j8 = 2 - ^ 3 then 
/(>) = _ _ _ / _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ V _ _ - _ £ < 
From this equation the formula (2) follows immediately. The theorem is proved3). 
If two positive integers n, t are given, we may define the set Bn
%) as a set of all positive 
integers q such that there exists a connected regular graph of degree t of <n vertices 
and q spanning trees. The cases t = 1 and t = 2 are trivial and only if t §; 3 the 
problem is of some interest. Since a regular graph of degree 3 always contains an 
even number of vertices, B(3) = 0 for every odd n. We may also see that JB^3) = 0 
and that for every even n > 2, 0 + Bn
3) c A„. 
We may conjecture by intuition that the number of elements of a set B^J tends to 
infinity when a runs through the set of all positive integers. We shall prove it in the 
following theorem. 
Theorem 3. 
lim |ß£>| = + oo 




/ - times 
Fig. 2. 
3) The author inserted Theorems 1 and 2 into his communication presented at the International 
Symposium in Manebach, May 1967. 
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a) When a is odd, let us choose such a non-negative integer j that; § %(a — 11) 
and define a graph &a>J) as follows: Let us construct a graph _TOT of Theorem 2, for 
m = a — 2j — 10 and complete it in the way shown in Fig. 2. We see that for such 
a regular graph <gia>J) of degree 3 the equation 
k(&a>j))~24\P.k(&a„2j„10) 
holds. If for some f < f there were k(&(aJ)) = k(&(a'r)), we should obtain after 
a slight modification 
^\^a-2j'-lo) = $ • fc(^fl-2/'-lo) • 
However that is impossible because Lucas numbers k(2£m) are odd for odd m's. 
Thus we have obtained \(a — 9) different positive integers fc(0(fl,o)), k(^(a,i))y 
k(@(a'2)),..., therefore we may conclude that 




b) When a is even, let us choose again such a non-negative integer j that j _g" 
S i ( a — 14) and define a regular graph &(£J) of degree 3 as follows: Let us construct 
2tm for m = a — 2j — 13 and complete it in the way shown in Fig. 3. We see that 
evidently 
/c(^;-J)) = 245.8^fe(_?a_2;_13) 







Summing up (4) and (5) we see that (5) holds for every positive integer a > 13. 
From this the assertion of Theorem 3 follows and the proof is completed.4) 
4) A more general theorem will be deduced in the next paper of the author (footnote added 
in the galley-proof on March 26, 1969). 
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We conclude by a remark. In the paper [5] we have presented an open problem of 
determining the maximal or minimal number of spanning trees of a connected 
regular graph of degree 3 of a given number of vertices. If we denote the maximum 
element of the set B^J by ymax and if ^max is the corresponding graph of 2a vertices 
and ymax spanning trees, then we may express ym&x in the well-known way by means of 
a symmetrical determinant of degree 2a — 1; all elements of its main diagonal are 
the numbers 3, outside the diagonal, — 1 occurs three tirjies in every row (with the 
exception of three rows where — 1 occurs twice) and all other elements are zeros. By 
the well-known HADAMARD estimation of this determinant (see, e.g., [2], p. 133) we 
have ymax 51 12
fl""2 .113 / 2 . Of course, the Hadamard estimation may be applied to 
any regular graph of degree t (for t g: 3). 
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